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Reading to Learn Detailed Reading Planner  Year Level: 10, 11, 12   Subject/Unit: Challenging Terra Nullius of the Mind 
Source of Extract: This detailed read is based on an extract from page 11 of Purcell, L. (2016). The drover’s wife. Sydney: Currency Press.  
 
Text Specific Comprehension Questions 

Literal 
Identifies answers directly from information in the text 

Inferred 
Draws connections across text to answer 

Interpretive 
Connects material with the conceptual frameworks of the 

curriculum 
What details about the country of Great Diving Range 
are included in Yadaka’s description? 

What words can be used to summarise Yadaka’s 
representation of this country? For example, is the 
country represented as desolate, bleak and empty? 

What cultural assumptions, values and beliefs underpin 
Leah Purcell’s The Drover’s Wife? 

 
Sequence of teaching activities 

1. Sentence preparation (in simple words): The first sentence tells us… 
2. Read aloud: Look at the sentence as I read it…, 
3. Word position: Two words at the beginning of the sentence… 
4. Focus question to find word: Can you see the words that say that…?  

5. Affirm/Reject: Yes…Exactly… (re-prepare if needed) 
6. Direct: Highlight… 
7. Elaborations: Why do you think…? How is it…? (focus on inferred and interpretive 
comprehension) 

 
Sentence Prep Yadaka expresses his discontent with living in the mission. 
Cues Who speaks?                  Doing what? Listening to what?                      About?             This wasn’t doing what? 
Sentence YADAKA: But bein’ there listen’ to Father Matthew’s stories about his God wasn’t getting’ me closer to my homeland though. 
Elaborations                         Father M:  Priest - represents colonising church     note third person       How has person changed? Why? (distinguishing coloniser & Aboriginal worlds) 
   
Sentence Prep Yadaka decides to leave the mission. 
Cues Who? Did what? 
Sentence I went then. 
Elaborations  
  
Sentence Prep Yadaka disappears. 
Cues Did what?       Where to? Into?   Addressing whom? 
Sentence Slipped away into the shadows, missus. 
Elaborations                                                           Who is this? 
  
Sentence Prep Yadaka says he went on a walkabout. 
Cues                         Went on what? 
Sentence Went on my own walkabout.  
Elaborations                                 Has been used in a derogatory way by non-Indigenous people. How is it being used here? 
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Sentence Prep Yadaka says he followed a mountain range, the Great Dividing Range. 
Cues Following what range? 
Sentence Followin’ the range; The Great Dividin’. 
Elaborations                                    Why does it have this name? Note not Aboriginal name. Probably set here because Purcell wanted to film a story in the Snowy Mountains (see play, p. vii). 

                                    Depending on students’ geographical knowledge, it might be worthwhile displaying a map of The Great Divide. 
  
Sentence Prep He states that the mountain range stretches into Queensland. 
Cues  What?                        Where does the range go? 
Sentence It goes right up into my homelands in Queensland. 
Elaborations The Great Dividing Range       Note use of first person again - ‘my homelands’ - contrasts with the mission        
  
Sentence Prep The Drover’s wife interrupts saying the range stretches a long way and adding that her husband has done droving there. 
Cues Who speaks?        How far?  Who? Did what? 
Sentence DROVER’S WIFE: Long way. My Joe done some drovin’ up there. 
Elaborations  
  
Sentence Prep Yadaka says he ran into other Aboriginal people. 
Cues Who speaks?                                          Who? Ran into what?  
Sentence YADAKA: Takin’ the mountain range, I ran into other mobs, see. 
Elaborations Does he acknowledge what the wife says?       So, is this an empty land? 
  
Sentence Prep Yadaka says he accompanies them for a celebration of the Bogong Moth. 
Cues He came to where?                                          For what? 
Sentence I came to the Snowy Mountains with them for the big Bogong moth, Uriarra…to eat and…dance and… 
Elaborations Every summer there is a migration of Bogong moths to the Snowy Mountains. They are an important protein source and their return involves celebration and ceremony. 
  
Sentence Prep The drover’s wife names the eating and dancing as a celebration. 
Cues Who speaks?       The eating and dancing is like a what? 
Sentence DROVER’S WIFE: Like a celebration. 
Elaborations  
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Sentence Prep Yadaka agrees it is like a celebration. He then goes on to describe a beautiful woman he sees at the celebration. 
Cues Who speaks? His answer? One night, sees what?       Her skin is what? With what?                      Skin is what? like what?                               She did what? Quality? Comparison 
   YADAKA: Yes. Then one night I saw this beautiful woman…her skin oiled with the Bogong moth fat, shining like a full moon…and when she danced…smooth like a shallow 

runnin’ water over river rocks… 
Elaborations What can you infer about Yadaka’s feelings? What are his comparisons connected with? (the natural world around him) 
  
Sentence Prep A stage direction indicates that the Drover’s wife is uncomfortable with Yadaka’s talk. 
Cues Who?                   Becomes what?                             With what? 
Sentence DROVER’S WIFE becomes a little uncomfortable with his talk. 
Elaborations How do we know these are stage directions? What brings about the wife’s discomfort? 
  
Sentence Prep The stage direction continues that Yadaka sees she is uncomfortable but continues regardless. 
Cues Who? What happens? But? 
Sentence He sees this but continues on: 
Elaborations  
  
Sentence Prep Yadaka says he had to be adopted to be the right ‘skin’ for the woman. 
Cues Who? Had to be?     What purpose? 
Sentence I had to be adopted to be the right skin for her. 
Elaborations ‘skin’ - associated with the kinship system that established relationships and determines who can marry whom. 
  
Sentence Prep Yadaka must be the right skin to join with the beautiful woman. 
Cues To do what? With whom? 
Sentence To join with her. 
Elaborations What might this mean? 
  
Sentence Prep So, he says, he was adopted into a skin-group, the Ngambri Walgalu. 
Cues Causal connective? What happened? Into? 
Sentence So, I was adopted into the Ngambri Walgalu.  
Elaborations                                                 From the area around modern-day Australian Capital Territory - why do you think Purcell chose these Aboriginal peoples?  

                                                (draw attention to colonisation of Aboriginal country and erasure of the peoples who live there?) 
  
Sentence Prep He continues, saying he lived with them after that. 
Cues What happened? With? 
Sentence Settled in with them. 
Elaborations Why is he not with them as the story in the play unfolds? 
  

 
 


